EM Pulser Testimonials – Anecdotal information - individual results may vary – see Dr. Glen Gordon’s DVD for instructional guidance

Dear Mr. Valone! I wanted to tell you, that I have been using the EM Pulser and I have suffered for many years from irregular heartbeat. The MDs always wanted to implant a pacemaker, which I declined. Now my heart beats like a precision clock! I know it was caused by the EM Pulser. - Bernard T.

I purchased an EM Pulser (Model No 102) a couple of weeks ago and have applied it to a chronic injury to my left leg (near ankle), ankle, foot and toes. Initial injury was just below my left ankle where bones were reset by keyhole surgery and 7 of 8 ligaments were reattached. I turned 73 years old last month and my doctors told me that since the injury in May of 2009 that I have developed high blood pressure and type 2 diabetes, and that this was further complicated by the infection, acquired at that time of my accident, getting into the bone of the second toe of my left foot and periodically reinfecting me. This was confirmed in November 2013 by a bone scan and followed by 6 weeks of in vito treatment to kill the infection in the bone and then by 2 separate high dosage oral treatments “to be sure to be sure”. Since leaving hospital at that time (December 2013) I have had difficulties in walking distances and been a little unbalanced on my feet. This drove my search for an alternative treatment that would work. Between 2010 and 2013 pharmacy item were greatly escalated, but have since been slowly reduced almost to the point where they were when the initial treatment was started in 2010. My efforts to have these pharmacy items further reduced are continuing with consequent benefit to the massive side effects from those medications that I had been experiencing. I believe that I am seeing some improvement, albeit slowly, from the use of the EM Pulser including a reduction to the purple colour of the leg/ankle/foot and toes and the swelling cycle is also slowly retracting in the affected area. So much so that I have recently been able to put on a pair of socks and walking shoes and keep them on for several hours without experiencing any pain. In addition I recently started to experience the early stages of OsteoArthritis in the joints of my right hand closest to the finger tips.

- Peter S.

So far the EM Pulser unit has negated significant Sciatic pains in the user of the unit. Thanks.

- Neil M.

I’m a Integrative Medical Student/ BioMed. I had a neuropathy in my cervical C5/C6. It was induced by a sport accident. As a testimony I purchased your EM pulser and just in few days the pain was gone and I am feeling much better. I’m so interesting in to know more about Energy Medicine in special Bioelectromagnetic. Thanks to be a blessing!

- Peter D.

For several months, my pulse has been about 130 when it should be 90 to 95. The doctors have found no explanation. Yesterday, I used an ace bandage to strap the EM PULSER to my chest for several hours and I did this again today. Yesterday, the rate dropped to 113 after treatment and today to 102. Thank you!

- Jonathan K.

You cannot imagine how pleased we are with the relief we receive from the unit. It is definitely one of the best purchases we’ve ever made. Thank you for making this technology available and affordable. We just can’t stop raving about this unit. I am so glad it can be used while plugged in; my husband and I take turns with it throughout the day. We’ll be buying a second one in the near future. Thank you again, and good luck with your sales!!

- Michelle M.
Just to let you know. I put one of the new devices [EM Pulser] on my knee and am holding it in place with an ace bandage. I was in much pain going up and down stairs and uphill. What I noticed immediately putting it on is I felt like something was holding my leg gently so it could do what it is supposed to do which is heal itself. My knee feels stronger just having the device on it continuously. As I walk up the stairs I am not in as much pain having had it on for only ten minutes so far. It is not placebo because I am being very careful to see what the body is doing and not want it to work so to speak. So I am so happy it is reducing my pain immediately. It feels like a warm protective shield around the injured area. Thanks.

- Rozanne B.

I have some good news re the EM Pulser and my condition - despite only using it for 3 weeks I've noticed a marked improvement in my osteoarthritis. Also, I went on one of my regular (~3 weeks apart) appointments with a musculoskeletal therapist (kind of a specialised physiotherapist) recently. Normally when he manipulates the muscles on my hip/leg I make quite a few noises due to the pain (but keep on going as I have been getting relief for a week or so afterwards), but this time it was much different - the amount of pain I felt during the treatment was markedly less (under a quarter of what it has been) indicating the leg muscles were much less tense than they usually get. In fact, if anything there was more pain on the left leg, which is the side without the issue. So, I'll be keen to see what it's like after another month, and I'll be getting another set of x-rays in a few months before my next visit to the hip specialist which hopefully will reveal a noticeable improvement.

- Peter C.

I use these [EM Pulsers] daily, and find they are fantastic for decreasing acute pain. I would love to try to use them in the ED where I work...

- Alexis M., MD

I was having chest pains that were radiating down my arm, so I put the EM Pulser under my sweater on the left side of my chest for the next several days. Within a few hours my chest pain was completely gone. The next day, I could do a few steps going upstairs. By the end of the week, I could go upstairs all the way to the second floor without thinking about it. My heart was damaged as a child when I had rheumatic fever so I have had heart problems all of my life.

-- Elaine C.

As a customer who is in pain and relies on your product I count the days waiting for your product to arrive. I am lucky that I can afford to have a backup product of yours. Currently I am using the osteo pad. My em pulser is [being replaced]. I emphasize this because I am currently reducing reducing my opioids and am also going to physical therapy to strengthen my core,,something I thought would never happen. Your products are so amazing that I would pay twice as much as you charge. My wife and I have been able to go on vacations . I can drive. I can think clearer. People are not feeling sorry for me anymore . This is all because of your product. Thank you.

- Ted S.

I’ve been sharing info about the amazing results I’m having with the EM Pulser with my extended medical team. My GP + other specialists have been absolutely shocked! I’ve gone from high doses of pain meds to nothing (other than when I can’t use the EM Pulser). I wouldn’t be surprised if you start getting a lot of orders from Australia...Wishing you a lovely day.

- Shara E.

I have a B&B and one of my customer's daughter had an earache for 2 days. I lent them my EM Pulser and within minutes, she said, the earache was gone. It was miraculous. My 2 brothers and my 2 sisters have these EM Pulser as well.

- Patrick P.